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QUESTION NO: 1 
 

A developer is creating a Media Processing Server (MPS) 500 PeriProducer application to use an

External C Call Function. Which command will compile the C Function into a Shared Library so

that it is available to VENGINE at run time?
 

A. makeCfunction

B. makevengine

C. makecall

D. makecalldaemon
 

Answer: C

 

 

QUESTION NO: 2 
 

Which two commands will show the logging on the screen when tracing Call Control Manager

(CCM)? (Choose two.)
 

A. ccm DlogDbgOn LINE=<line>

B. ccm DlogCapOn DISPLAY,LINE=<line>

C. ccm DlogDestinationOn DISPLAY,LINE=<line>

D. ccm DlogDbgOn DISPLAY,line=<line>
 

Answer: A,D

 

 

QUESTION NO: 3 
 

A programmer allocated a fixed number of records during database initialization. What type of

database file was initialized?
 

A. Hash-Sequenced Access Method (HSAM)

B. Transient Data Queue (TDQ)

C. Index Sequential Access Method (ISAM)

D. Flat File
 

Answer: A

 

 

QUESTION NO: 4 
 

When you are tracing a PeriProducer Application using Application Management Utility (AMU),

which commands will show the previously executed block along with the block that is currently

being executed? (Choose two)
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A. req deb where

B. req deb trace

C. req deb watch

D. req deb strace
 

Answer: A,D

 

 

QUESTION NO: 5 
 

The total call timer is required to be fixed at 20 minutes. To maximize system efficiency, where

should the timer be set?
 

A. Configuration File

B. VSH Command Line

C. PeriProducer Environment Block

D. PeriProducer Handle Block
 

Answer: A

 

 

QUESTION NO: 6 
 

An application was started via Appman. The programmer would like to view the execution of the

blocks in real-time. Which PeriGEM option needs to be utilized?
 

A. Attach

B. Real

C. View

D. Simulate
 

Answer: A

 

 

QUESTION NO: 7 
 

Which statement is true about Vexlinking when the main application is generated and vexlinked

through PeriProducer?
 

A. .vex files for the main and the vexlinked applications must be assigned to the IVR.

B. The main application is assigned and started on the phone lines, but the vexlinked application

must be assigned to the IVR.

C. Only the .vex file for the main application must be assigned to the IVR.

D. The main and the vexlinked applications must have separate .acfg files on the IVR.
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Answer: C

 

 

QUESTION NO: 8 
 

Within a container, how would you permit a routine to be repeated until a predetermined condition

is satisfied?
 

A. Modify the condition list in the compute block.

B. Set the condition in the handle block.

C. Call a linked application.

D. Modify the execute option under the properties menu.
 

Answer: D

 

 

QUESTION NO: 9 
 

Tappman would need to be used in which scenario?
 

A. The operator wants to set the kill timer to 60 seconds.

B. The Appman GUI tool is not accessible.

C. The operator needs to view a graphical display of applications currently running.

D. An application configuration file needs to be created.
 

Answer: B

 

 

QUESTION NO: 10 
 

A customer needs to view available instances of a process to turn on debugging. Which command

in VShell will show the necessary information?
 

A. DlogDbgList

B. DlogDbgInfo

C. DlogDbgEnv

D. DlogCapPrint
 

Answer: A

 

 

QUESTION NO: 11 
 

When handling "Other Server Errors" in a Structured Query Language (SQL) block, which data

card provides additional information about the errors?
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